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Module Ten – Searching of spectators – Question Sheet   
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Please circle the correct answer for each question. 

1)  Which TWO of the following are prohibited items? 

a) Scarves over 4 feet long. 
b) Fireworks. 
c) Perfume bottle 
d) Bottle of whisky 

2)  What is the best way to search a backpack? 

a) Open out the contents in an open, secure area and ensure no prohibited 
items are found. 

b) Ask spectator to open bag and look into bag, asking spectator to move any 
items blocking view or in need of further scrutiny. 

c) Backpacks are not allowed into the ground. 
d) Ensure backpack is removed from back, open and search thoroughly. 

3)  What should you do if intimidated verbally by a supporter you are 
about to search? 

a) Call over a supervisor to assist or do the search. 
b) Ignore them and carry on anyway. 
c) Find a Police Officer and report the offence. 
d) Allow them to enter without searching to avoid a conflict situation. 

4)  Which TWO of the following statements are correct? 

a) A male steward can search a female spectator’s bag. 
b) A female steward can search a male supporter with their permission. 
c) A male steward can search a female supporter with their permission. 
d) A female steward cannot search a male supporter’s bag. 
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5)  Which TWO of the following statements are correct? 

a) When patting down you should work towards the torso. 
b) When patting down and you feel something, you should ask the spectator to 

remove the object, if you are not sure what it is. 
c) You can ask a supporter to turn out a pocket to inspect the contents. 
d) When patting down you should work away from the torso.  
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